AM/FM hybrid screening

Spekta 2 screening combines the best qualities of AM and FM screening
and makes it easy to get high-end printing quality with existing printing technology.
Spekta, Dainippon Screen's hybrid screening, combines

dot size, Spekta 2 offers printing stability similar to that of a

the best of AM and FM screening. It eliminates the moiré

175 lpi, 2400 dpi printing environment. What's more, its high-

and broken lines associated with AM screening and

level algorithms optimize the screening forms and orientation

increases color saturation. It is also very highly regarded

for each CMYK separation, and reduce granularity.

among today's demanding customers.
Spekta 2 is the next generation of Screen's Spekta

Spekta 2 makes it easy to produce high-end printing
quality output with existing equipment. It is suitable for a

hybrid screening. It offers all the terrific qualities users have

wide range of uses, making it ideal for businesses

come to expect from the first generation of Spekta, while

interested in pursuing new business opportunities.

making it even easier to print. Featuring a larger minimum

Note the wood grain of
the mask and the details in the
cloth, as well as the absence of
broken lines in the mask's eyebrows
and beard. The reproduction of the
gold leaf in the fan and color
saturation throughout are
remarkable as well.

High-level algorithms for easier, higher quality printing,
and next-generation CTP support
High-end printing quality reproduction

Preventing moiré

Reproducing fine details with high-frequency screening has always required a

Since the dots are placed randomly, like in FM screening, there is no need to

relatively high-end printing setup. With Spekta 2, you get that same level of

adjust the screening angles. With Spekta 2, even images that tend to have

quality and detail, in a printing environment that is as easy to use as a

plate alignment and image interference patterns—such as cloth, mesh screens

conventional 175 lpi, 2400 dpi printing environment.

on speakers, and photos of CRTs—produce no moiré. There is also no problem
with rosette moiré in background gray and black areas.

Better printing stability and less granularity
The smallest dot size exposed on plates by a 2400 dpi output device is 10.5

Vivid color in the midtones

μm. Printing effectively from such a small dot size requires high-end printing

The reproduction of vivid, healthy looking skin tones. Images of fresh flowers,

equipment and technique. Spekta 2's smallest dot size is 21 μm (equivalent

fruit, and gourmet food also boast better color saturation. Spekta 2's beautiful

to a 2% halftone dot at 175 lpi), which makes it much easier to maintain

and vivid color reproduction makes everything look better.

printing stability. In addition, Spekta 2 reduces the granularity that tends to
arise as dot sizes increase, by optimizing the screening forms and orientation

No broken lines, and better reproduction of details

for each separation.

With Spekta 2, the reproduction of the lines in maps, floor plans, and line
illustrations is superior. With conventional screening, it is sometimes
necessary to resort to the use of spot colors to prevent jaggies in lines created

Yellow separation

using halftone dots, when printing at 175 lpi. With Spekta 2, reproduction of
all four colors is sharp, even in those areas where dots overlap—including
tints. The reproduction of hair, lace, and other images featuring fine detail is
extremely clear as well.

Magenta separation

Great productivity and quality
Since printing stability is very high, Spekta 2 supports the same levels of
Cyan separation

productivity as conventional printing, without any sacrifice in quality.
What's more, lower halftone dot percentages can be used for the midtones,
since overall color density is increased through optical dot gain. This means
that less ink is required, which has a variety of benefits, including shorter

Black separation

drying times.
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